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iZolate. Social distancing barrier
Over 50 years’ experience

iZolate is the latest innovation from airport seating specialists Zoeftig.
This beautifully simple concept creates a comfortable, personal environment,
enabling passengers to feel confident and more at ease when attempting to
adhere to social distancing guidelines in bustling airports.
The system combats the spread of Covid19 in public spaces
through the use of an easily attached, fully wipeable, panel
system that divides groups of seating into easily identifiable,
single occupancy ‘booths’ which also inhibits other users
from sitting too close. This not only creates a physical
protective barrier. It also visually highlights that distancing
is necessary and serves as both a comforting retreat and
a reminder to respect personal space. Reducing potential
risks in the fight against Covid19.

The patent applied system can be produced to fit airport
seating from all major manufacturers* and is constructed
of 100% recyclable, lightweight corrugated card. iZolate can
be installed in a range of orientations to suit the layout of
each airport.
The design of the card shields can be customised with full
colour, bespoke print+. So, airports could include branding,
landscape imagery to further enhance passenger wellbeing,
advisory information and gate numbers or the space could
be used for advertising opportunities.

* seating specification will be required
+ artwork will need to be provided to Zoeftig specification
Patent applied for. Zoeftig Ltd. strives to continuously improve its products and manufacturing methods. The company reserves the right to make changes without notice when,
in the opinion of the company, such changes improve the product or its performance.

Design
Manufactured from lightweight corrugated card
Simple assembly:
• iZolate sits on furniture and is secured with straps.
• Flat packed for delivery and storage
• Fits to most airport seats including products not
included in the Zoeftig range*

Environmental impact
• 100% recyclable card.
• Reusable straps: Card shield and straps can be ordered
individually. Therefore straps do not have to be discarded
should the screen need replacing.
• All printing is produced using environmentally friendly,
water based ink.

Strap system to secure in place.

Custom symbols and logos
Full colour custom printing can be added. For example:
• Airport logos
• Covid19 warning and advisory symbols
• Advertising
• Directional signs
• Gate numbers

Examples

* seating specification will be required
+ artwork will need to be provided to Zoeftig specification

Patent applied for. Zoeftig Ltd. strives to continuously improve its products and
manufacturing methods. The company reserves the right to make changes without notice
when, in the opinion of the company, such changes improve the product or its performance.

Custom printing
Full print colour customised print, using environmentally
friendly, water based ink, can be added to all faces of
the screens meaning airports can present passengers
with bespoke messaging such as branding, safety and
directional information or even advertising.

Patent applied for. Zoeftig Ltd. strives to continuously improve its products and
manufacturing methods. The company reserves the right to make changes without notice
when, in the opinion of the company, such changes improve the product or its performance.

Interchangeable number plaques
Hook over number plaques can be added and interchanged
for identification and boarding order management.

Installation and orientation
For further information email enquiries@zoeftig.com

iZolate can be easily installed in any position. On back
to back seating configurations this can be mirrored
(as shown in Fig. 1) for symmetry and 100% protection.
Staggered (Fig.2) configurations maximise available seats
and distancing and can be used in opposite arrangements
across gangways to further enhance distance controls.

The side panels act as both a guard from
neighbouring users and passers by and also as
a seat barricade, inhibiting users from sitting
directly beside other passengers.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Safety
Fire retardancy and Antimicrobial coating options are available

Patent applied for. Zoeftig Ltd. strives to continuously improve its products and manufacturing methods. The company reserves the right to make changes without notice when,
in the opinion of the company, such changes improve the product or its performance.
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